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Abstract 
Arabic is rooted in the Classical or Qur’anical 
Arabic, but over the centuries, the language has 
developed to what is now accepted as Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA). Arab colloquial dialects are 
generally only spoken languages, but recently the 
rate of colloquial written text increases dramatically 
as a medium of expressing ideas especially across 
the WWW, usually in the form of blogs and partially 
colloquial articles. Most of these written colloquial 
has been in the Egyptian colloquial dialect, which is 
considered the most widely dialect understood and 
used throughout the Arab world. We are able to 
reuse MSA processing tools with colloquial Arabic 
by transferring colloquial Arabic words into their 
corresponding MSA words. The advantages of this 
lexical transfer are to facilitate the communication 
with colloquial Arabic speakers and restoring it to 
the standard language in use nowadays. This paper 
addresses the transfer techniques between colloquial 
Arabic and MSA, which have not yet been closely 
studied before. In particular, we present a rule-based 
lexical transfer approach for converting Egyptian 
colloquial words into their corresponding MSA 
words. This process involves morphological analysis 
and lexical acquisition of colloquial words.  
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1. Introduction 
Colloquial Arabic is a collective term for the 
spoken languages or dialects of people throughout 
the Arab world. Although it is descended from 
Arabic, it is considered a separate language. 
Speakers of some of these dialects are unable to 
understand speakers of other Arabic dialects. 
Recently, the rate of colloquial written text 
increases dramatically. Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA) is the official Arabic language taught and 
understood all over the Arabic world. MSA has 
many challenges concerning the development of 
morphological and syntactic processing tools. 

These significant tools will become more 
complicated if they include in parallel the 
handling of Colloquial Arabic problems.  
Today Egyptian Arabic, also known as Masri, is 
the dialect spoken in Egypt by more than 70 
million people. It is understood across the 
Middle East due to the predominance of 
Egyptian media, making it one of the most 
widely spoken and most widely studied varieties 
of Arabic. For this reason we selected Egyptian 
Arabic to prove the capability of our approach in 
transferring a Colloquial Arabic dialect into 
MSA.  
 
In literature, there are few researches that relate 
colloquial Arabic to MSA [6, 7]. These 
researches have focused on the spoken colloquial 
features of Arabic while our research focuses on 
written colloquial Arabic. Our approach is to 
develop transfer techniques that are able to 
perform the lexical mapping between written 
colloquial Arabic and MSA. The resultant front-
end module will make it easy to incorporate 
colloquial Arabic into existing MSA tools. This 
will widen the coverage of current Arabic natural 
language processing applications to include 
colloquial languages or dialects of Arabic. Our 
proposed research builds the linguistic 
transformation resources between colloquial 
Arabic and MSA using the rule-based method. 
The data collection process will gather colloquial 
words from Arabic websites across the Web.  
 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2, 
discusses the challenges in handling written 
colloquial Arabic. In Section 3, we propose 
solutions for these problems. Section 4 gives 
background information. Section 5 concentrates 
on handling the deviation of Egyptian Arabic 
from MSA. Section 6 gives some concluding 
remarks. 



2. Challenges in Handling Written 
Colloquial Arabic with Regard to 
MSA 
Language processing of colloquial Arabic is a 
difficult task. The reasons of this difficulty come 
from several sources:  

1- Arabic Script. There two ways that colloquial 
Arabic speaker use in their writing of 
colloquial words. One way is to Romanize the 
colloquial word (written using the Latin 
alphabet) and hence has to be transliterated 
from Arabic to English. Informal chatting 
across chat rooms or exchanged SMS 
messages in the Arab community usually done 
using Romanized letters. The other way is to 
write Arabic words using lexographic Arabic 
letters. Colloquial normal Arabic letters.  

2-Deviation from MSA. There are five main 
deviations from MSA: 
• Distortion of verbs (e.g. 

-تب حاآتب من سأآ - هِتْبَريه من َضِتْبَر َض– بليته من بللته
  .(ماتأعد من أما تقعد

• Distortion of nouns. (e.g. 
 - ر   خايف من خائف ذا  - الِخير من  الَخي  َجمهور  -  ده من ه

  ).  فين من أين-  مين من َمْن-من ُجمهور
• Distortion of Pronouns and letters meanings. 

(e.g. 
 .( هوَّ من ُهَو- احنا من نحن -عصايتي من عصاي  

• Distortion of the structure of the word form 
(e.g. 
اوى من اوى       -اتاوب من تثاءب      اء       - اتَّ ان من ببغ  - بغبغ
 .(تالت شهور من ثالثة شهور

• Replace the characters and movements.   
(e.g. 
 شبط من  - من ثقب  سقب- توم من ثوم -ِتعبان من ثعبان    

"أي تعلق"شبث  ). 
3- Lack of syntactic rules. There are no 

identified grammar rules for colloquial 
dialects. 

4-Lexical expansion rate. As colloquial Arabic is 
more popular than MSA, it is very often to 
observe much more newly added 
expressions/words as apposed to MSA. 

3. The Proposed Approach 
For the problems introduced in the previous 
section, we give suggestions for each of which. 
 
To solve problem of writing colloquial Arabic in 
Latin alphabet, we propose the following process: 

• Detect Romanized words in the input and 
transliterate theses words into Arabic 
lexographic letters, 

• Normalize the words such as removing 
repeated characters that is usually used to 
informally indicate emotions, and 

• Lookup the Colloquial-to-MSA lexicon 
for the closest colloquial word match and 
return the corresponding colloquial entry.  

As an example, the phrase “Meeeesh 3aweez 
7agh” will be converted to “ ش عاوز حاجة  يم  ” (I do 
not need anything).  
 
To solve the problem of the deviation of 
Egyptian Arabic from MSA, the major 
contribution of this research, we used an existing 
mature MSA lexicon (Buckwalter lexicon 
version2, [3]1) to build the Colloquial-to-MSA 
lexicon such that both their entries coexist in one 
lexicon. We followed the same morphological 
analysis approach of this tool in analyzing the 
colloquial Arabic word. A rule-based lexical 
transfer approach is use to transform the 
analyzed colloquial Arabic word into MSA 
word(s). 
 
To solve the problem of the lack of identified 
colloquial syntactic rules, we suggest solving this 
problem with empirical corpus-based techniques 
from Example Based Machine Translation 
(EBMT) [8, 9]. This has incurred building a 
parallel corpus of both the colloquial and MSA 
text. The development of such corpus is 
relatively new and will be published elsewhere. 

 
To solve the problem of acquiring new colloquial 
words/expressions, we propose a process based 
on EBMT techniques that maintains the lexicon 
and keeps it up-to-date. This sophisticated 
process will gather Arabic text from the Web. 
The text is analyzed in order to recognize the 
unknown lexical items. An Arabic specialist has 
to take a decision of whether or not to add the 
unknown lexical item to the lexicon.  

4. The Buckwalter 
Morphological Analyzer 
We build our system on top of Buckwalter 
Arabic Morphological Analyzer Version 2.0 [3]. 
His morphological analysis depends on a 
dictionary of prefixes, a dictionary of suffixes, a 
stem dictionary, and three checking tables for 
testing the validity of a word analysis. The 

                                                 
1 See the description of the Buckwalter's Arabic 
morphological analyzer 
http://www.qamus.org/morphology.htm 



morphological analyzer tries to breakdown the 
input Arabic word into three elements: prefix, 
stem, and suffix. If all the three word elements are 
found in their respective lexicons, then their 
respective morphological categories are used to 
determine whether they are compatible. If all the 
morphological category pairs are compatible, then 
the morphological analysis is valid. 
 
Each entry in the three lexicon files consists of four 
tab-delimited fields: 

1. the entry (prefix, stem, or suffix) without 
short vowels and diacritics, 

2. the entry (prefix, stem, or suffix) with    
short vowels and diacritics,  

3. its morphological category (used for  the 
compatibility between prefixes, stems, 
and suffixes), and  

4. its English gloss(es), including selective 
POS data within XML tags 
<pos>...</pos> 

 
Only fields 1 and 3 are required for morphological 
analysis. Fields 2 and 4 provide additional 
information once the morphology analysis is 
succeeded in producing the analyzed word(s). 
Arabic script data in the lexicons is provided in the 
Buckwalter transliteration scheme.   
 
The following is a description of the three lexicon 
files: 
• dictPrefixes contains all Arabic prefixes and 

their concatenations. Sample entry: 
w wa Pref-Wa <pos>wa/CONJ</pos> 

• dictSuffixes contains all Arabic suffixes and their 
concatenations. Sample entry: 
p ap NSuff-ap  [fem.sg]                     
<pos>ap/NSUFF_FEM_SG</pos> 

• dictStems contains all Arabic stems. Sample 
entries: 
ktb katab PV write 
ktb kotub IV write 

 
There are three compatibility tables; each of the 
three compatibility tables lists pairs of compatible 
morphological categories: 

• Compatibility table tableAB lists 
compatible Prefix and Stem 
morphological categories, such as: 

NPref-Al N 
NPref-Al N-ap 

• Compatibility table tableAC lists 
compatible Prefix and Suffix 
morphological categories, such as: 

NPref-Al Suff-0 
NPref-Al NSuff-u 

• Compatibility table tableBC lists 
compatible Stem and Suffix 
morphological categories, such as: 

PV PVSuff-a 

5. The Proposed Solution of 
Transferring Colloquial Arabic 
Dialect to MSA 

Our proposed transfer techniques are based on 
previous studies of the transformations between 
the MSA and colloquial Arabic [1, 2, 4, 5]. We 
used the indicated variations to acquire the 
lexical transfer rules that can be used to derive 
the MSA word from a corresponding colloquial 
Arabic word. Additional rules will be acquired 
and judged by an Arabic specialist during the 
lexical acquisition process. These rules are used 
to analyze the input colloquial word and produce 
the target MSA word(s).  

5.1 Examples of Egyptian Colloquial 
Word to MSA Transformations  
The colloquial Arabic word is normally derived 
from a well-formed MSA word. This process can 
be traced back to the distortion (transformation) 
made to the MSA word that has changed it to a 
colloquial Arabic word form. The analysis of the 
relationship between well-formed MSA Arabic 
words and colloquial words has been discussed 
by many linguists [1, 2, 4, 5]. Table 1 shows 
distortion examples and how to transfer them 
into MSA words. 
 
The transfer between Egyptian Arabic dialect 
and MSA is one-to-many transformation. This 
means some Egyptian Arabic words can be 
transferred in one or more steps through lexicon 
lookup as the mapping involves more than one 
morpheme. For example, the Egyptian word ازيك  
"How are you?" is transformed to two MSA 
words "آيف حالك؟". Other examples are: 
 

 ماء ورد : (Ma2 ward) ماورد •
 آانيء آل ش :  (Koleshenkan)آلشينكان •
ل في العامية ال جرم انك وتقا: (2agranak) أجرنك •

  شاطر  أي ال جرم انك شاطرأجرنك
 ايش المعني: (2eshMe3na) أشمعنا •
 آما انه: (2kmeno)آمنه إ •
  بسم اهللا: (Besmellah)بسملة  •

 
In colloquial language processing, a word might 
be added to the lexicon which does not have a 



corresponding word in the formal language. This is 
also the case in Egyptian colloquial   (e.g. the word 
"بقى  " can is used to indicate either an exclamation 

or an interrogation such that both the symbols “?!” 
appear together at the end of the sentence. This is 
best explained by the following examples: 
  

• “ ى   دة؟  أنت بق  which is transferred to  ” تعمل آ
MSA as “ ذا؟  أنت  ! تفعل ه ” (Do you do this?), 
and  

ى؟  " • "ازيك بق  which is transferred to MSA as 
“ !؟كحالآيف  ” (How are you?). 

 
Table 1. Examples that illustrate the relation 
between MSA words and Egyptian Arabic words 
 

MSA 
 

EGW 
 

Distortion 
Type 
 

Handling method 

 Replace of إيد يد
vowels 

تح االول "  ف
 " والعامية تكسره

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as (colloquial 
Arabic word (CAW) 

 وأنا
 نحن

 ونا
 احنا

Distortion in 
Pronouns 
and letters 
meaning 

ي   التح" ف ف ري
 " الضمائر

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as CAW 

 البارحة
 أمس

 Distortion in امبارح
Pronouns 
and letters 
meaning 

ي  " ف ف  التحري
اني   روف  المع ح

 "  ام-ال 

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as CAW 

"امس" to be suitable 
in MSA even it is 
more suitable 

"البارحة"  
 قال
 يا ليت
 متاع
 َتَمطًَى
 سلحفاء

 أال 
 ياريت
 بتاع
 تمطع
 زحلفة

Replace the 
characters 
and vowels.   

دال "  اب
  "الحروف

 

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as CAW 

ل  ابت
ى  ارتم
وى  ارت
توى  اش
 افتضح

ل  اتب
ى  اترم
 اتروى
شوى  ات
 اتفضح

Distortions 
in the 
structure of 
the word 

ي " اء عل دم الت  تق
ي   ل ف اء الفع ف

 " صيغة أفتعل

Add new stem and 
assign the same 
rules as CAW 

5.2 Lexicon Structure 
We enhanced the Buckwalter's lexicon tables with 
new extra fields: 
• ID: An identifier to distinguish each word 

segment. This field is used for indexing 
purposes, 

• SegmentType: it can be either MSA (Ar-Ar), 
Egyptian dialect (Ar-Eg) or other dialects such as 
Jordanian dialect (Ar-Jr) for future extension of 
the lexicon.  

• NewSegmentPosition: this is the new position 
of the word segment, which indicates its 
proper order, within the target MSA word or 
sentence. This field takes one of the following 
values:  
o same position (SP), 
o start of word (SoW), 
o end of word (EoW), 
o start of sentence (SoS), 
o end of sentence (EoS), and the like. 

 
For example, the Egyptian colloquial sentence 
"  is literally (?you came when) " امتى؟جيت
transformed to the MSA sentence "جئت متى؟" 
(you came when?). Given that the word “امتى” 
takes the value “SoS” for the 
NewSegmentPosition  field, the transformation 
moves this word to the beginning of the sentence 
in order to get the target MSA sentence ” متى
 .(?When did you come) ”جئت؟

5.3 Mapping Rules 
A new database file, called Mapping Table (MT), 
is introduced to encode the mapping rules 
between Egyptian Arabic to MSA.  This table 
uses the value of the lexicon's ID field to cross 
reference the lexical entries inside the rules. The 
mapping is either one-to-one or one-to-many. An 
entry of this table has three fields: source 
colloquial word, target colloquial word, and the 
mapping mode. The mapping mode takes either 
of two values: 0 indicates one-to-one and 1 
indicates one-to-many. In the following we will 
present examples of mapping rules along with 
their related lexicon entries. 
 
 
Example 1: mapping the colloquial interrogative 
"متي" to the MSA word (when) ”امتي“ . 
 
This rule will be represented in the MT by an 
entry with the values: source colloquial 
interrogative=ID 79831, target MSA 
interrogative ID=64063, and mapping mode=0, 
where the source and target words entries in the 
lexicon are: 
64063 mtY mataY FW-Wa when مــىت
mataY/INTERROG_PART مَتى 
أداة استفهام/مَتى   mataY_2
2مَتىـ   mty(1) 1(ميت ) SP Ar-Ar 
 
79831 >mtY >mtY FW-Wa when أمىت
mtY/INTERROG_PART< أمَتى 
أداة استفهام/أمَتى   >mataY
ميتأ mty< أمَتى     SoS  Ar-Eg 

 



Example 2: mapping the colloquial prefix “ عال” 
(on-the) to the MSA words "ى "عل  (on) and the 
prefix article “ال” (the). 
 
These rules will be represented in the MT by two 
entries (one-to-many): 1) source colloquial 
prefix=ID 79835, target MSA preposition=46196, 
and mapping mode=0, and 2) source colloquial 
prefix=ID 79835, target MSA article=15, and 
mapping mode=1. 
 
In addition to adding colloquial prefixes, stems and 
suffixes to the corresponding lexicon database file, 
the compatibility database files should also be 
modified to include entries that will verify the 
recognized prefix, stem, and suffix of the input 
Egyptian Arabic word. Consequently, the 
colloquial prefix ” عال” (EAl) will have also entries 
in the respective compatibility tables: tableAB, and 
tableAC. As a matter of fact, these entries will be 
treated in  a similar way to the MSA prefix “ ال  ”ب
(BiAl). In order to distinguish between MSA and 
colloquial entries, we used the prefix "C_" as an 
indicator of a colloquial entry, e.g. the 
morphological category of ”ال  is (EAl) ”ع
“C_NPref-EAl” while the MSA for  “ال  ”ب
(BiAl) is “NPref-BiAl” 

6. Conclusion 
We have investigated the variations between 
Egyptian Arabic and MSA, and introduced lexical 
transfer techniques between these languages. These 
techniques reuse existing Arabic morphological 
analysis resources and enhance these resources 
with meta data of Egyptian Arabic. Our approach is 
able to transfer written Egyptian colloquial dialect 
into its corresponding MSA forms in order to cope 
with the dramatic increase of written colloquial 
dialects. This step showed that it is easy to 
incorporate colloquial Arabic dialects into existing 
MSA tools. We hope these techniques to be applied 
to other colloquial Arabic dialects such as 
Moroccan, Levantine and Gulf Arabic. Moreover, 
using MSA Arabic as a hub language, into and out 
of which all transfer is done, will make the transfer 
among these Arabic colloquial dialects straight 
way such that speakers of one dialect is able to 
read and understand written material of other 
Arabic dialects.  
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